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Abstract: Using 3D kinetic data, this study was undertaken to determine whether similar joint muscle power
activities or mechanical energies are developed for dynamic stability and propulsion during the gait of healthy
elderly and young individuals’ dynamic stability. Eighteen elderly (71±6.8 years) and 18 young (25±4.1 years)
able-bodied male subjects walked along a 10 m walkway at a freely-chosen speed. Data acquisition was
performed with a Motion Analysis system and with a three Optotrak position sensors while one AMTI force
platform recorded ground reaction forces.  Spatio-temporal parameters as well as 22 peak joint muscle powers
and their corresponding mechanical energies  were calculated for each gait cycle. T-tests for independent
samples was applied to determine statistical differences between the two groups (p<0.05). Though similar power
patterns were observed for both groups, significant differences were noted for the peak joint muscle powers
and their associated energies developed in most of the phases. In both groups, the greatest total work (positive
and negative) was done at the hip, followed by the ankle and the knee, while the smallest and greatest
differences between total energy in the elderly and young subjects were noted at the knee (58%) and ankle
(36%), respectively. The hip extensors compensated for the hip abductors to maintain balance in elderly gait.
For the younger subjects, propulsion from the hip extensors was initiated shortly after heel-strike, maintained
throughout midstance and completed at push-off by the ankle and the hip for pull-off. In elderly gait, propulsion
was limited to the ankle push-off and hip pull-off in the sagittal plane.
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INTRODUCTION tasks of propulsion and dynamic stability [11].

Changes in stereotypic movements such as walking between net joint powers (muscle activities) in all three
patterns have been reported as early as 60 years old [1-9]. different planes could reflect propulsion [18] and the
Hence, attempts have been made to better understand the consequence or outcome of higher hierarchy dynamic
mechanism of these changes in the geriatric population, stability [19] actions during walking. This study was
particularly for body support against gravity (dynamic undertaken to provide information about lower limb
stability) and forward propulsion (propulsion) [10-15]. To muscle dynamics during elderly gait with the focus on
our knowledge, while the lack of dynamic stability has understanding how lower limb muscle activities are
been recognized as a major potential cause of falls and associated with body support against gravity and
significant risk for injury [16], or destabilize lateral motion propulsion functions.
[17], less attention has been paid to providing insight into To explore this avenue, spatio-temporal parameters
propulsion or understanding how both dynamic stability were used as a conventional approach for characterizing
and propulsion are modified in the gait of the elderly the gait of elderly and young subjects. Joint muscle
population. moments [20] and joint muscle powers [18, 19] were used

The aim of locomotion is to support the body against as more convenience gait indicators to understand control
gravity while generating movements to propel the body and forward propulsion tasks [21]. The time integral of the
forward.  It requires precise coordination between the power  bursts (i.e. mechanical energy) was also calculated

Furthermore, it has been documented that interaction
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to specify functions during the gait cycle [19]. In short, Subjects were asked to look straight ahead and walk
the main objective of this three-dimensional gait study at a self-determined pace along the walkway and step on
was to characterize elderly gait based on the actions taken the force plate with their right leg. Practice trials were
by lower limb muscles to achieve dynamic stability and allowed to make sure all the subjects walked at a freely-
propulsion and compare it with that of young able-bodied chosen speed and made contact with the center of the
subjects. force plate. This procedure was repeated until three good

MATERIALS AND METHODS selected for further analysis. Marker displacement and

The eighteen elderly healthy male subjects who parameters, while body segment parameters as well as
participated in this study had an average age of 71±6.8 kinematic and force plate data were applied in a 3D inverse
years, height of 1.70±0.60 m and weight of 79±14.2 kg. dynamic approach (Bresler & Frankel 1950; Winter 1990)
They were recruited from a social club with regular social to estimate net joint muscle moments developed at the
activities. The eighteen younger participants had an ankle, knee and hip. Instantaneous joint muscle power (P )
average age of 25±4.1 years, height of 1.77±0.60 m and was calculated as the product of the net joint muscle
weight of 80±13.8 kg. Subjects received a stipend to cover moment (M ) developed at each joint and in all three
their travel expenses and time. A proper informed consent planes by their corresponding angular velocity (T ).
was obtained. None of them had a previous history of Instantaneous joint muscle power is expressed by:
orthopedic ailments such as a recent injury or surgery
which could affect their walking pattern. P  = M . T  W (1)

For the young subjects, a three dimensional (3D)
four-body  segment  model  consisting  of  the trunk, Joint moments and angular velocities acting in the
thigh, shank and foot were defined using ten reflective
markers. For the elderly subjects, ten infrared light-
emitting diodes were used to build a similar four-limb
segment model. For the foot, markers were placed over the
lateral malleolus, the heel and the lateral border of the fifth
metatarso-phalangeal joint, while markers were placed
over the apex of the lateral epicondyle and the mid-lateral
side of the tibia to locate the shank. Markers were also put
over the mid-lateral side of the thigh and the greater
trochanter to define the thigh.  For the pelvis, markers
were put over the anterior superior iliac spine and crest of
ileum. The pelvic markers as well as those put over the
lateral border of the shoulder identified the trunk. To
calculate motion in the joint coordinate system,
measurements were taken between the external markers
and the estimated joint center of rotation of the lower
limbs.

For the younger subjects, data acquisition was
performed with a Motion Analysis system consisting of
four cameras (90 Hz) synchronized to an AMTI force plate
(360 Hz). For the elderly participants, three Optotrak
position sensors tracked marker displacement at a
sampling frequency of 60 Hz. A single AMTI force
platform located in the middle of the walkway recorded
ground  reaction forces and moments at a frequency of
300 Hz.

trials were obtained for further analysis. Three trials were

force plate data were used to calculate spatio-temporal

j

j

j

j  j  j

same direction resulted in power generation, whereas
power absorption was obtained when the moment and
angular velocity had different polarities. The convention
proposed to the International Society of Biomechanics
was used to express extensor and plantarflexor moments
as positive. Joint muscle moments and powers were also
normalized to 100% of the gait cycle and by fixing the
stance phase duration for the elderly (63%) and young
(62%) subjects. For averaging and comparison purposes,
joint muscle moments and powers as well as their
mechanical work were further normalized with respect to
the subject’s body mass. The peaks were first determined
in each subject and then averaged. The power bursts were
labeled as follows: the first letter refers to the joint and the
number indicates the sequence of the power burst. The
second letter identifies the plane of motion. For example,
H1S corresponds to the first energy burst of the hip in the
sagittal plane. The mechanical energy, W , generated andj

absorbed at each joint was calculated by the time
integration of the joint muscle powers developed in each
plane.

W  =  I P . dt J (2)j    j

The coefficient of variation (CV) was used to
demonstrate how much variation existed for joint muscle
moment and power data during the gait of the elderly and
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young subjects. CVs are calculated on the whole curve (thin solid line) able-bodied male subjects are presented
where individual peak values do not necessarily occur at in Figures 1 to 3. The standard deviation curves are not
the same time [21]. T-tests for independent samples were shown in order to improve clarity, but the coefficient of
applied to determine significant differences between the variation was calculated for the joint muscle moment and
elderly and young subjects with a p<0.05 threshold. power curves as shown in Table 2. In general, the CVs of
Significant differences were noted on p values corrected the elderly moment data was smaller than those of the
by a Bonferroni procedure. The Bonferroni correction young subjects, except at the knee in the transverse plane
method was applied to control Type I error by adjusting and at the ankle in the sagittal plane. The average CV for
the p values in analyzing the above-mentioned parameters the moment data was 87% for the elderly subjects (range:
[22]. 29% to 163%) while for the young subjects, the average

RESULTS power data, the variation ranged from 73% to 320% with

Significant differences were noted between all the young subjects the average was 170% (range: 57% to
corresponding  temporal  and spatial characteristics 399%).
(Table 1), while the older subjects showed a longer stance Table 3 presents the 3D peak joint muscle powers
phase (3.5%), slower cadence (16%) and a shorter step (and mechanical energies) with their standard deviations
length (17%) and stride length (19%) than the younger for all three joints for the 18 elderly and 18 young
subjects. subjects. Of the 22 peak powers, 16 were significantly

The means of the joint muscle moment and power lower in the elderly group than the corresponding values
curves developed at the hip, knee and ankle in all three in the young subjects. Nonetheless, most of the peak
planes  for  the  18 elderly  (thick solid line) and 18 young values occurred almost simultaneously.

CV was 137% (range: 32% to 294%). For the joint muscle

an average of 194% for the elderly individuals and for the

Table 1: Spatio-temporal gait parameters calculated for 18 elderly (71±6.8 years) and 18 young (25±8.5 years) able-bodied male subjects

Elderly Young

----------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------

Parameters Mean SD Mean SD

Speed (m/s) 0.93* 0.20 1.30* 0.12

Stance phase (%) 63.00* 3.00 60.70* 1.70

Step length (m) 0.61* 0.06 0.73* 0.04

Stride length (m) 1.23* 0.10 1.45* 0.07

Cadence (step/min) 91.70* 12.20 106.50* 7.03

* p<0.05

Table 2: Coefficient of variation (CV) calculated for 3D joint muscle moment and joint muscle power data derived from 18 healthy elderly and 18 young male

subjects

Elderly (CV)% Young (CV)%

-------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------

Joint Plane Moment Power Moment Power

Hip Sagittal 55.90 72.50 110.10 125.70

Frontal 29.17 145.50 108.80 104.20

Transverse 73.00 307.60 110.00 145.00

Knee Sagittal 117.20 100.50 167.70 109.00

Frontal 110.10 320.20 131.60 399.40

Transverse 162.90 281.30 105.90 127.60

Ankle Sagittal 40.10 83.30 32.40 57.20

Frontal 121.70 223.30 171.00 230.00

Transverse 74.40 217.30 293.60 225.00
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Fig. 1: Average hip joint muscle moments (N.m/kg) and powers (W/kg) calculated for 18 healthy elderly (thick solid
lines) and 18 young (thin solid lines) subjects. Gait cycle is presented as 100%

The transverse plane contributed only about 1% and the smallest and largest values for the elderly subjects
6% of the total energy developed during the gait of the were noted for the ankle and knee, while for the younger
elderly and young subjects respectively. The lower limb group they were observed at the knee and hip.  In both
in the elderly produced 1% of the absorbed energy and groups, the greatest total work was done first at the hip,
1% of the generated energy in the transverse plane, while followed by the ankle and the knee.
the younger group generated 8% and absorbed 4% of the
total energy in the transverse plane. DISCUSSION

The total work done (positive and negative) at the
lower  limb in all three planes by the elderly (100.25 J/kg Conventional elderly gait analysis based on spatio-
10G ) was 47% less than the corresponding total work temporal parameters gives an overall impression of2

done by the lower limb in the young subjects (188.88 J/kg walking performance in elderly gait, but 3D kinetic gait
10G ). The smallest and largest energy generations in the analysis provides better insight into muscle action and2  

gait of both elderly and young subjects produced at the provides an understanding of dynamic stability and
knee and hip are shown in Table 4. For energy absorption, propulsion  tasks.  Using  3D  kinetic  gait  data,  the main
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Fig. 2: Average knee joint muscle moments (N.m/kg) and powers (W/kg) calculated for 18 healthy elderly (thick solid
lines) and 18 young (thin solid lines) subjects. Gait cycle is presented as 100%

objective of this study was to characterize elderly gait lower cadence and a shorter step length (20%) were noted
based on the actions taken by the muscles to achieve for our elderly subjects compared to the young subjects,
control and propulsion and compare them with young which could be due to decreased pelvis rotation, hip
able-bodied subjects. The relationship of these muscle flexion and extension [24, 36, 37]. It has been postulated
activities to falls in the elderly population is also that changes in spatio-temporal variables in elderly gait
discussed. probably reflect a trend toward a safer, more dynamically

Our spatio-temporal data were in general agreement stable gait pattern [38-40] and are not necessarily
with those presented in the literature for elderly [23-25] indicative of functional limitations [41]. However, these
and young individuals [25-26]. However, some differences changes are still under consideration to clarify if they are
were observed. The elderly subjects walked slower than related to the aging process or to differences in individual
reported in some studies [19, 27-33] but faster than the biomechanical gait parameters.
elderly groups described in others [34, 35]. Generally, the shape and magnitude of joint muscle

The slower speed and cadence could be indicative of moment and power curves presented in this study are
muscle weakness in the elderly subjects making it difficult similar to those previously published for the gait of
to absorb enough energy and release it at the proper time elderly [2] and young [24] subjects. The CVs obtained for
during the stance phase, particularly late stance. A 16% both  the  elderly  and  young  participants were similar to
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Fig. 3: Average ankle joint muscle moments (N.m/kg) and powers (W/kg) calculated for 18 healthy elderly (thick solid
lines) and 18 young (thin solid lines) subjects. Gait cycle is presented as 100%

those reported elsewhere [11]. Although moment and the idea that the role of the ankle frontal plane at push-off
power data in the elderly group were functionally very is to absorb rather than generate energy. At push-off,
similar to those of the young able-bodied subjects, their Buczek et al. [45] documented an absorption burst in the
lower CVs might be attributable in part to a slower walking intra-subject data and power generation followed by an
speed [27, 28, 42]. absorption burst in the inter-subject data. Though Eng

The main objective of this 3D gait study was to and Winter [19] observed a power absorption burst,
underline the role of lower limb muscle activities and their Loizeau et al. [46] noted a generation pattern for able-
contribution to dynamically controlling balance and bodied individuals, as well as for patients fitted with a
propulsion functions. Muscle activities at different gait total hip prosthesis. In a simultaneous bilateral 3-D gait
phases and in different planes and their contribution to analysis, Allard et al. [47] reported greater variability in
control and propulsion have are discussed. the frontal and transverse plane data for the knee and

Muscle powers are relatively consistent in the sagittal ankle than in the sagittal plane. This was attributed to the
plane, while they exhibit important variations in the frontal accuracy of the video systems and to the 3-D
and transverse planes, particularly during push-off. For reconstruction techniques, as well as to the existence of
example, Apkarian et al. [43] and Kadaba et al. [44] have different gait patterns. The type of sinusoidal pattern
described an inversion moment at the ankle supporting reported  by Allard et al. [47] and Sadeghi et al. [18] may
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Table 3: Average 3D peak joint muscle powers (W/kg) and mechanical energies (J/kg 10G ) and their standard deviation (in parentheses) developed during2

walking of elderly and young able-bodied male subjects. [(*, power), (^, work) p<0.05.]

Elderly Young
------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------

Joint Power burst Muscle Contraction Power Energy Power Energy

Hip H1S Extensors 0.96 (0.38) 25.31  (9.99) 1.10 (1.02) 18.74  (18.12)^  ^

H2S Flexors -0.10* (0.09) -8.20  (1.45) -1.12* (0.82) -17.47  (14.65)^  ^

H3S Flexors 0.65* (0.27) 8.45  (2.81) 2.60* (1.26) 31.83  (19.56)^  ^

H1F Abductors -0.40* (0.21) -3.10  (2.28) -0.59* (0.32) -16.41  (8.00)^  ^

H2F Abductors 0.10 (0.07) 3.13  (3.43) 0.02 (0.2) 0.94  (1.22)^  ^

H3F Abductors -0.15* (0.07) -1.32 (1.43) -0.20* (0.09) -1.29 (1.13)
H1T Medial rotators -0.09* (0.07) -0.42  (0.67) -0.16* (0.13) -1.61  (1.46)^  ^

H2T Lateral rotators 0.03* (0.02) 0.39  (0.40) 0.38* (0.28) 6.03  (4.73)^  ^

H3T Medial rotators 0.002* (0.02) -0.02 (0.25) -0.16* (0.12) -1.10 (1.24)
Knee K1S Extensors -0.24* (0.19) -1.85 (1.79) -0.45* (0.34) -4.75 (2.95)

K2S Extensors 0.10* (0.07) 1.76 (1.52) 0.22* (0.16) 4.91 (3.82)
K3S Extensors -0.67* (0.27) -7.64 (3.73) -1.24* (0.64) -13.95 (8.12)
K4S Flexors -0.47* (0.21) -6.86 (1.93) -1.15* (0.64) -16.82 (13.18)
K1F Adductors/Abductors -0.06* (0.07) -0.78 (0.83) -0.03* (0.02) -0.89 (0.85)
K2F Adductors/Abductors 0.005 (0.004) -0.08 (0.08) 0.05 (0.03) -1.20 (2.24)
K1T External rotators 0.02* (0.01) 0.09 (0.11) 0.09* (0.04) 0.95 (0.74)
K2T Internal rotators -0.004* (0.001) - -0.09* (0.05) -0.85 (0.68)
K3T External rotators 0.003* (0.001) - 0.06* (0.05) 0.39 (0.45)

Ankle A1S Dorsiflexors -0.73 (0.20) -16.99 (5.52) -0.87 (0.28) -18.49 (3.68)
A2S Plantarflexors 1.45* (0.46) 11.89 (3.90) 3.11* (0.67) 26.26 (6.32)
A1F Evertors -0.005 (0.03) -0.33 (0.94) -0.010 (0.07) -2.60 (1.70)
A2F Invertors 0.15 (0.14) 1.76 (2.00) 0.13 (0.12) 1.40 (0.90)

Table 4: Average and standard deviation (SD) of the total energy in J/kg 10eG  generated and absorbed in all three planes during gait of 18 elderly and 182

young able-bodied subjects

Elderly Young
------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Joint Generated Absorbed Total work Generated Absorbed Total work

Hip 37.72 (11.17) -12.62 (3.57) 50.34 (8.06) 57.54 (13.74) -37.88 (8.55) 95.42 (10.01)
Knee 1.85 (1.18) -17.21 (3.54) 18.94 (3.19) 6.25 (2.46) -38.46 (7.16) 44.71 (6.19)
Ankle 13.65 (7.16) -17.32 (11.78) 30.97 (8.03) 27.66 (17.58) -21.09 (11.24) 48.75 (12.19)

Total 52.78 (18.04) -47.75 (2.94) 100.25 (15.84) 91.45 (25.76) -97.43 (9.87) 188.88 (28.18)

not be representative of a typical pattern but be the J/kg 10G ) than the young (-16.41 J/kg 10G ) subjects,
summation of two distinct power bursts developed by while the H1F eccentrically contracted for up to 20% of
subjects who generate or absorb. the gait cycle to control the dropping pelvis during weight

The hip extensor (H1S) was recognized as the first acceptance as reported by Eng and Winter [19] for young
source of both balance and propulsion. The hip extensors subjects. Based on these observations, we suggest that
give the body a push from behind [18, 48] and also the hip extensors (H1S) in elderly gait compensate for the
contribute to controlling the movement of the head, arms lack of adequate hip power activity in the frontal plane
and trunk [11] and preventing stance collapse [19]. In during the first 25% of the GC. Indeed, the hip extensors
both our elderly and young subjects, similar concentric (H1S) should not just be considered as a main source to
contractions of the hip extensors (H1S) occurred at about assist the elderly in preventing stance collapse [19] but
15% of the gait cycle (GC).  The longer phasic duration for also as a source of joint muscle power helping to push the
the hip extensors (H1S, 5-35% of GC) observed in the body forward [18, 47].
elderly could be attributed to muscle compensation in the During midstance, the hip power generation (H1S)
frontal plane power activity (H1F) which is recognized as coupled with the H2S power burst absorption helped to
the main element in maintaining stability during single decelerate the backward rotation of the thigh [19] and
limb support [18, 40, 47]. The hip abductors (H1F) trunk, while the H2F generation activity raised the pelvis
provided 81% less negative energy in the elderly (-3.10 and trunk to their neutral position [19, 40]. The elderly

2       2
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group showed less hip power activities with an absence the hip mechanical energy generated (H1S, 10-35% of GC
of hip joint muscle power in terminal double support (H2S, and H3S, 50-63% of GC). During this time, the pelvis was
40-50% of GC) compared to the younger subjects in this rotating forward and bringing the contralateral limb
study and others reported previouosly [28]. The absence forward under the influence of H2T and therefore
of the H2S in the elderly group could be associated with contributed to the progression of the trunk.
a shorter stride length and slower walking speed. It could As suggested by Saunders et al. [52], the pelvis
also be attributed to a forward inclination of the trunk as contributes to forward progression by its alternate
is commonly observed in this population [48]. It seems rotations about the hip (H2T). This finding also supports
that the H2F controlling hip action mostly corresponded the contention that both pelvis rotation and hip extensors
to a greater need in the geriatric population to have a effectively lengthen the limb and reduce excessive drop of
stable base of support. the body center of mass [53], smoothing its vertical

Ankle plantarflexor (A2S) and hip flexor (H3S) at transition [54].  From these observations we  postulate
push-off have been recognized as a major source for that propulsion during the gait of the elderly group is
propelling the body forward in the plane of progression in limited to the push-off period, while in the younger group
healthy young [18, 34, 47] and elderly subjects [39, 49]. it is an activity initiated shortly after heel-strike (H1S), 

However, the smaller (71%) power burst (H3S) in the maintained during midstance (H2T) and completed at
elderly group compared to the young subjects may be push-off by H3S, as described by Allard et al. [47],
indicative of a muscle weakness in pulling the leg up and Sadeghi et al. [55] and Vardaxis et al. [50].
forward which could be associated with decreased Joint muscle moments and powers at the knee
cadence and slower walking speed. Meanwhile, the essentially followed the same pattern in both elderly and
energy generated at the ankle during the propulsion young subjects, though significant differences were
phase (A2S, 11.89 J/kg 10G ) in the elderly group was noted for peak power values. These differences could be2

larger than that at the hip (H3S, 8.45 J/kg 10G ). This attributable to the slower walking speed which affected2

opposite relationship was noted in the young subjects the knee powers in absorbing the impact force (K1S),
where the ankle (A2S) and hip (H3S) respectively while extending under a power generation (K2S), power
generated 26.26 J/kg 10G  and 31.83 J/kg 10G  of energy absorption at push-off (K3S) and late swing (K4S),2    2

(Fig. 3d, Table 3). Based on these observations, it seems respectively.  Knee absorption (K3S) occurred in the
that ankle joint muscle power in the elderly group makes transition  between stance and swing and was smaller
a major contribution to propulsion while the hip flexors (0.77 J/kgG ) in our elderly group than the 1.3 J/kgG
play a secondary role during the propulsion phase. reported by Winter et al. [56]. This was because of less

The ankle (A2F) has been found to absorb [50, 51] or demand on the muscles to reduce leg angular velocity and 

generate energy [45, 47, 50, 51] (as in this study) in both was related to the smaller push-off powers developed by
elderly and young groups or to display mixed behaviour. the ankle plantarflexors [18].
This observation supports the hypothesis of the muscle The total energies absorbed at the ankles (-17.32 J/kg
actions of the contralateral hip, but not as a fine-tuning 10G ) and knee (-17.21 J/kg 10G ) were dominant in the
mechanism, since during initial contact with the ground elderly subjects while in the young subjects energy
by the lower limb, the ankle makes an adjustment to foot absorption was associated with the knee (-38.46 J/kg 10G )
placement by generating energy while body weight and hip (-37.88 J/kg 10G ). Since energy absorption during
transfer continues under hip control [18, 51]. gait is associated with the balance control (dynamic

The major portion of the generated energy was stability) [57], these results might explain in part the role
developed by the hip external rotator (H2T) in the of the ankle and knee muscles in maintaining balance in
younger subjects, while this was not observed in the the elderly, while for the younger subjects this was
elderly gait. Winter and Eng [19] assumed a relation provided by the knee and hip.
between H1S and H3S power generation bursts in
describing the contribution of the sagittal extensor CONCLUSION
moments to forward body propulsion.  Sadeghi et al. [18]
confirmed this observation while revealing the For the younger subjects, propulsion was initiated by
involvement of the pelvis during midstance. They hip muscle activity shortly after heel-strike (hip extensors,
reported that the energy associated with H2T power H1S), maintained throughout midstance (lateral rotators,
sactivity which occurred during midstance was related to H2T)  and  completed at pull-off (flexors, H3S) and by the

 

2         2

2      2

2

2
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ankle at push-off (plantarflexors, A2S). In elderly gait, the 11. Winter, D.A., 1990. The biomechanics and motor
propulsion task was limited to muscle activity at the ankle control of human gait: Normal, elderly and
in push-off (A2S) and at the hip during pull-off (H3S). The pathological. Second edition. Waterloo, University of
hip abductors were the main source of maintaining Waterloo Press, pp: 39.
dynamic stability during the gait of the young subjects. 12. Dingwell,  J.B.,  J.P.  Cusumano, P.R. Cavanagh and
For the elderly subjects, balance during the stance phase D. Sternad, 2001. Local dynamic stability versus
could be considered an additional task for the hip kinematic variability of continuous overground and
extensors. This is because of the contribution of hip treadmill  walking.  J.  Biomechanical Engineering,
frontal joint muscle power to compensate for the lack of 123: 27-32.
hip sagittal joint muscle power activity during elderly 13. Sadeghi, H., F. Prince, K.F. Zabjek and P. Allard,
ambulation. 2001a. Sagittal hip muscle power during walking in
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